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pious sense of the presence of God: and having shewn the falseness or 
vanity of those barren speculations, which make the chief employment of 
learned men, the better dispose them to reverence and embrace the 
salutary truths of the Gospel, which to know and to practice is the 
highest perfection of human nature.1 

Although it is routine to nod in the direction of Berkeley's religious commit
ments, less attention has been given to whether his metaphysical claims 
actually do show the falseness of atheistic speculations and promote the Chris
tian religion.2 Rather than construct a new ontological system, here we adopt 
Berkeley's system and contend that there are good reasons for supposing that 
immaterialism is more conducive to "the salutary truths of the Gospel" than 
its materialist rivals.3 Note that it is not our intention to offer an independent 
assessment of Berkeley's system. Instead, we here explore how a principled 
treatment of ontology might strengthen the plausibility of Christian claims. 
The present article constitutes the start of this project by focusing on the 
doctrine of the Incarnation. Although we hold that our basic conclusions 
apply to immaterialist ontologies in general, we here restrict ourselves in the 
interest of expository clarity to the narrower claim that Berkeley's immateri
alist metaphysic, suitably interpreted, makes the doctrine more amenable to 
reason without removing its status as a genuine Christian mystery. 

Berkeley is explicitly concerned with defending an interpretation of the 
Christian mysteries that renders them both conformable to reason (i.e., they 
do not entail explicit contradictions) and appropriately mysterious, such that 
awe and faith are inspired by their recounting. As Crito, one of Berkeley's 
mouthpieces, says in Alciphron: "That, indeed, which evidently contradicts 
sense and reason you have a right to disbelieve."4 In the introduction to the 
Three Dialogues he nonetheless reminds the reader of his apologetic goal and 
of the fruits generated by a "close and methodical application of thought," 
from which arises "the manifest notion of God, and the comfortable expec
tation of immortality."5 Berkeley is equally concerned, however, with pre
serving those elements of mystery without which Christian faith loses its 
meaning. In the Alciphron he notes that 

The being of a God is capable of clear proof, and a proper object of human 
reason: whereas the mysteries of His nature, and indeed whatever there 
is of mystery in religion, to endeavour to explain and prove by reason is 
a vain attempt. It is sufficient if we can shew there is nothing absurd or 
repugnant in our belief of those points, and, instead of framing hypotheses 
to explain them, we use our reason only for answering the objections 
brought against them. 6 

According to B rkeley the mysteri -•s of the Christian faith-and by extension 
the doctrin .f th•• Tncama.tion-ar ·· not and cannot be demonsh·ably absurd 
(i.e., they ar n t ontrary to reason). Here we present a Bcrkelcian explica-
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tion of the Incarnation which preserves both of these aspects. Berkeley's 
immaterialism, we argue, provides a subtle interpretation of the Incarnation 
that is more amenable to the dictates of reason than comparable materialist 
understandings while better preserving the requirements of faith. 

The Doctrine of the Incarnation of Christ 

The orthodox understanding of the Incarnation was formulated definitively 
by the Council of Chalcedon (C.E. 451), which proclaimed: 

Wherefore, following the holy Fathers, we all with one voice confess our 
Lord Jesus Christ one and the same Son, the same perfect in Godhead, the 
same perfect in manhood, truly God and truly man, the same consisting 
of a reasonable soul and a body, of one substance with the Father as 
touching the Godhead, the same of one substance with us as touching the 
manhood, 'like us in all things apart from sin'; begotten of the Father 
before the ages as touching the Godhead, the same in the last days, for us 
and for our salvation, born from the Virgin Mary, the Theotokos, as 
touching the manhood, one and the same Christ, Son, Lord, Only
begotten, to be acknowledged in two natures, without confusion, 
without change, without division, without separation; the distinction of 
natures being in no way abolished because of the union, but rather the 
characteristic property of each nature being preserved and concurring 
into one person and one substance (hypostasis), not as if Christ were 
parted or divided into two persons, but one and the same Son and 
only-begotten God, Word, Lord, Jesus Christ; even as the prophets from 
the beginning spoke concerning him, and our Lord Jesus Christ 
instructed us, and the Creed of the Fathers has handed down to us.7 

It was the decision of the council that the Son is a single person with two 
inextricably connected natures: that of divinity and humanity.8 This interpre
tation holds that neither the constitutive features of deity nor humanity were 
abandoned in the historical act of the Incarnation. The Son is both eternal, 
transcendent God and limited, physical human. Of immediate interest to the 
commentator is the terminology utilized by the framers of this formulation. 
The word hypostasis (Greek for "that which stands beneath"9) is used here in
a novel sense. Prior to Chalcedon hypostasis was typically construed merely as 
a synonym of ousia10 ("essence" or "substance"); it here refers to the unique 
individual reality of the God-Man,11 not simply to substance or nature in 
general. In short, the orthodox understanding of the Incarnation is concerned 
with emphasizing the Son's unity: he is a single hypostasis with two fully 
realized natures . It is our contention (discussed at greater length below) that 
even this nuanced understanding of the Son's two natures cannot mitigate a 
key ontological difficulty: the contradiction inherent in claiming that a single 
person has (at least) a partly material nature and an entirely immaterial one. 
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Since Berkeley was an Anglican bishop, our presentation of the Incarnation 
would be deficient if we failed to offer what can be considered the orthodox 
Anglican conception of this doctrine. The Anglican understanding is best 
expressed in the Articles of Religion-a series of pronouncements first pub
lished for the Anglican Church in 1571. The articles have remained essentially 
unchanged to the present. Article II describes Jesus Christ as that person 
in which "two whole and perfect Natures, that is to say, Godhead and 
Manhood, were joined together in one Person." The Article is instructive and 
worth considering in its entirety. 

The Son, which is the Word of the Father, begotten from everlasting of the 
Father, the very and eternal God, and of one substance with the Father, 
took Man's nature in the womb of the blessed Virgin, of her substance: so 
that two whole and perfect natures, that is to say, the Godhead and 
Manhood, were joined together in one Person, never to be divided, 
whereof is one Christ, very God, and very Man; who truly suffered, was 
crucified, dead, and buried, to reconcile his Father to us, and to be a 
sacrifice, not only for original guilt, but also for all actual sins of men.12 

Even a casual comparison of the content of this passage reveals its essen
tially Chalcedonian nature. Further, given the emphasis placed here upon 
the human experiences of the Son we think that a short (but instructive) 
consideration of pertinent Scriptural testimony is helpful. In general, avail
able evidence describes the Son's sojourn on earth as the period in which 
he possessed a body in the same sense that finite human beings are said to 
possess theirs. Even if we set aside the passages which record how Christ 
was "born" or "begotten"13 and interpretations which argue that the Son 
had pre-Incarnation physical manifestations,14 the Scriptures do not shrink 
from telling the reader how he, at least during the ministry recorded in the 
Gospels, had the same kind of embodied experiences normal, mortal 
human beings do. He grew ("increased in stature," as Luke 2:52 reminds 
us), hungered (Luke 4:2), was wearied (John 4:6), felt pain (Luke 22:44), and 
bled (John 19:34). In addition, his post-crucifixion-and-resurrection appear
ances to his disciples are replete with body imagery (John 20:27 and Luke 
24:39-40). 

To summarize, orthodox Anglicanism and Scriptural testimony point to 
the Incarnation as the event wherein the Word "took up" a human body (a 
body essentially identical in nature with those that other finite human 
persons possess) without sacrificing its divine nature. Furthermore, it is clear 
that Berkeley agrees with this assessment. For Berkeley, the form the Incar
nation took-as "the Son of God . .. born upon earth in a poor family"15-is 
a fundamentally mysterious doctrine, not because it teaches the absurd 
(endorses an explicit contradiction), but rather because it proclaims the 
working out of the hidden plan of God. 
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The "Problem" of the Incarnation 

The difficulty with which we are concerned centers on the apparently inco
herent nature of the hypostasis proposed by the Council of Chalcedon. The 
God-man is said to simultaneously exemplify both human and divine quali
ties. If jointly these qualities can be shown to entail a contradiction, then the 
plausibility of the Incarnation is cast into question. There are a number of 
concerns on this score, including whether the Son can be both divinely 
timeless and humanly temporal, possessing faculties both human and divine, 
and so on.16 We have nothing to say about these other potential worries, and 
take no position on whether and how they might be resolved. 

There is a distinct problem raised by the supposition that Christ in his 
human nature had a material body, while in his divine aspect is wholly 
immaterial. According to orthodox thought, Christ was human and pos
sessed a body in the exact same manner that finite, created humans do. As a 
result, one may not escape the problem of having to characterize the nature of 
Christ's body. If one is a materialist and takes human bodies to be even 
partially composed of material substance then the orthodox Christian is 
committed to the claim that Christ's body also has a material component. The 
Chakedon formulation explicitly stipulates that the Son is "one person and 
one substance." Thus, even if one argues that the natures of the Son have 
different ontological foundations (e.g., the Son qua human has a material 
component while the Son qua divine is entirely immaterial), one must none
theless provide an account of the ontic status of the person of the God-man. 
The possibilities are varied and many of them are troubling. One might 
choose to deny that matter and spll'it are real.Ly substances at all; there is only 
the one substance (God) and matter and spirit are simply "natures" of the 
same. Spinoza famously proposed such a property dualism, but it has long 
been rejected by mainsli:eam Christianity, in pa1:L because such a view is not 
easily reconcilable with the notion of a personal God. Many opt to aTgue tJ-wt 
God is entirely immaterial but created material substance. Yet if one contends 
that God is an immaterial sub:;tance, then the 11erso11 is immatetic1l and it is 
difficult to understand how an immaterial unity could have a ''nature" that ls 
material since matter is, by all accounts, incommensm:able with spiritual 
substance. The modern view of matter sees it as an unthinking, extended 
substance. Within the context of this view material and immaterial sub
stances are strictly incommensurable.17 Further, even if one accepted that an 
immaterial substance could have a material nature, then one must motivate 
the claim that such a being is noneth,eless a unity. 

Most of the prominent solutions to the ontologkal problem of reconciling 
the Son's human and divin.e natures invoke Scholastic ontologies that use the 

concepts of prime matter and substantial form. Eleonore Stump, for instance, 

defends an Aquinian reading of the Incarnation.18 On her interpretation of 

Aquinas, Christ assumes a substantial form that configures matter into a 
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human body and confers on that composite the properties essential to 
humanity. Christ has two natures and likewise two sets of operations, one 
proper to his divinity and one proper to his humanity, from which it follows 
(on her reading) that Christ has two intellects and two wills.19 The multiplic
ity of natures allows different things to be true of each of these intellects and 
wills. The human intellect may be ignorant of propositions the divine intel
lect knows to be true and Christ may will in accord with his divine will 
without sin. Initially one might worry that such an account pushes one to 
admit that there are two persons instead of one. Stump ably appeals to 
Aquinas to note that the unity of Christ is not a unity of nature, but something 
different. The human body and soul of Christ do not constitute a human 
person because in this singular case the body and soul are a part of a larger 
whole, namely the person of Christ. 

Because the substantial form and the matter it configures are part of a 
larger composite, which includes the second person of the Trinity and 
the divine nature, in this one case, the substantial form of a human being 
and the matter it configures do not constitute a human person. If they 
existed on their own, outside the composite which is the incarnate Christ, 
the human soul and body of Christ would certainly constitute a human 
person. But conjoined in Christ, they do not, in virtue of being subsumed 
into the larger whole. There is therefore just one person in Christ, and 
that person is divine.20 

Known as the reduplicative strategy, Stump attempts to mitigate the puta
tively inconsistent traits in the God-man hypostasis by arguing that Christ 
has varying properties that are predicated not of his person, but of his natures. 
She argues, for instance that 

The fact that both limited and unlimited power are attributed to Christ 
does not show the Chalcedonian formula of the incarnation to be inco
herent, because omnipotence is predicated of Christ in his divine nature 
and lack of omnipotence is predicated of him in his human nature.21 

On this reading, incompatible attributes are "segregated" from one another 
by virtue of the fact that they inhere in different natures. Within the context 
of Aquinas' compositional account of the Incarnation, where human nature is 
subsumed into the configuring hypostasis of the divine, the reduplicative 
strategy is plausible. "There is no reason," Stump notes, "for denying that 
Christ can have properties borrowed from either his human nature or his 
divine nature, even if the natures are not integral parts of Christ and the 
properties are contradictories."22 

Stump does not, however, explicitly address the underlying ontological 
problem: the incoherence intrinsic to positing that the Son is both fully 
immaterial and partly material in the Incarnation. There is no avoiding the 
entailment that, for materialists, the possession of a human nature includes the 
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possession of a material human body. We can reasonably extend her analysis, 
however, to cover this question. Applying the logic of reduplicative propo
sitions, one could argue that the Son possessed a material human body qua 
his human nature and remained wholly immaterial qua his divine nature. If 
one accepts the supposition that a single entity can exemplify incompatible 
traits by virtue of the fact that these traits are "borrowed" from the constitu
ent natures and are traits of the whole only derivatively, then the reduplica
tive strategy initially appears to mitigate the problems materialism poses for 
the Incarnation. 

We argue, however, that several considerations tell against this conclusion. 
First, the coherence of the reduplicative strategy depends (at least in the case 
of Stump) on one's acceptance of an Aquinian view of metaphysics and 
composition, especially the concepts of substantial form and materia prima. 
The latter concept is mostly alien to audiences today. For instance, Berkeley 
(along with most early moderns) rejects outright such concepts as prime 
matter and Aristotelian form. 

But say you, they are extension in general, and motion in general: thus 
we see how much the tenet of extended, moveable substances existing 
without the mind, depends on that strange doctrine of abstract ideas. 
And here I cannot but remark, how nearly the vague and indeterminate 
description of matter or corporeal substance, which the modern philoso
phers are run into by their own principles, resembles that antiquated and 
so much ridiculed notion of materia prima, to be met with in Aristotle and 
his followers.23 

Late in his life Berkeley would argue that by matter Aristotle did not intend 
corporeal substance at all, but rather a collection of privations.24 Although 
respectful of Aristotle, Berkeley clearly does not understand the body of 
Christ to involve matter that signifies "no positive actual thing" and that is 
only "made up of negatives."25 Such an understanding is consonant with the 
reading Stump gives to the Aquinian solution, but it is generally no longer 
accepted by modern and contemporary thinkers. We hold with Berkeley that 
the concept of matter that Aquinas-and by extension Stump-employs is 
not the same concept believers typically employ today. As a result, even if 
Stump's analysis has merit, it does not threaten our purposes here. Here we 
seek to explore a solution to the problems raised by orthodox conceptions of 
the Incarnation that does not appeal to Scholastic metaphysics. 

Even though the strategy pursued by Stump falls outside of the aims of our 
analysis, we have other reservations about the kind of Scholastic solution she 
proposes. To start with, it is not clear on her reading what (ontologically) the 
Son actually is. Christ assumes a substantial form, but therefore is not one (at 

least qua unitary divinity). Yet according to Aquinas, all that ultimately in 
actuality exists is substance, so the many claims of Christianity (in particular 
that God is actus purus and an immaterial substance26) are made unreasonably 
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dubious. Saying that God is a person and a unity is all well and good, but 
unless one is willing to surrender the coherence of one's metaphysical 
assumptions, some ontological status must be given to God (beyond the 
trivial claim that God exists). The common Christian claim that God is an (or 
the) immaterial substance makes sense; it is not always obvious how the 
Aquinian alternative Stump proposes does.27 

Even if we allow one of the natures of the Son to have a material compo
nent, such an admission engenders considerable difficulties. For a start, it 
would imply that a part of God is or includes an inactive substance, contrary 
to the orthodox understanding of God as an eminently active agent. It is 
independently not clear how a robust, mind-independent substance is rec
oncilable even under a distinct nature with the wholly immaterial nature of the 
divine. It is not a matter of the person of Christ having distinct properties 
under distinct natures, but rather the person of Christ being (or being com
posed of) different substances under distinct natures-a much more im
plausible consequence to accept. Substances are not predicated of other 
substances, so Stump's reduplicative strategy that is so promising in the cases 
of incompatible properties does not have the same success when applied to 
the basic ontic status of the Incarnate Son. 

Lastly, the reduplicative strategy, at least for this particular case, is ulti
mately incapable of mitigating the problem associated with divine possession 
of a material human body. The claim is that the Son in his human nature is 
fully human. The reduplicative strategy works only if the mind-body dualism 
assumed by the view is also clear and coherent. There is a long tradition 
going back before Descartes that seriously questions our ability to under
stand how these components of human nature are related. How is an im
material mind related to a material body within human nature? If this 
relationship cannot be adequately explained, then there is little reason to 
suppose that recourse to the reduplicative strategy to explain how God, as an 
immaterial being, can be partly material in his Incarnation will solve the 
present issue; the reduplicative strategy works by "pushing off" putatively 
incompatible traits onto separate natures. The question now becomes how the 
Son, even qua human, can be a matter-spirit composite. The promise of our 
immaterialist alternative is that even such derivative complications can be 
solved. 

We are here interested in presenting a materialist-neutral account of 
human nature that coherently explains the possession of a human body by 
God. An immaterialist reading of the Incarnation, we argue, avoids the dif
ficulties inherent in materialist readings of this possession without under
mining the force of solutions of thinkers like Stump, who is concerned with 
reconciling the putatively incompatible traits of the God-man wherever they 
might be found. We argue that our solution, by removing this one difficulty 
in understanding human nature and thus the Son's possession of human 
nature, sets the stage for other philosophically-compelling explanatory strat-
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egies. A principled immaterialist reading of the Incarnation not only fulfills 
the demands of orthodox faith but makes other philosophical analyses of the 
Incarnation better by removing one problem that vexes the materialist Chris
tian: the problem associated with the possession of a human body by the Son. 
With this problem out of the way, the strategies noted here can do their work 
in explaining other, ontologically-neutral (i.e. not dependent on any particu
lar ontology) difficulties. 

To set the stage for our alternative, we want first to summarize the onto
logical problem of the Incarnation as it might appear to an immaterialist 
Christian. Berkeley, as an Anglican, operates within a specific theological 
context. Biblical and historical evidence describe God as an essentially imma
terial being. Article I of the 39 Articles states that "there is but one living and 
true God, everlasting, without body, parts, or passions" -a view consonant 
with Biblical testimony.28 Berkeley certainly accepted this characterization of 
God as well. In the preface to the Principles he exclaims: 

What I here make public has, after a long and scrupulous inquiry, seem' d 
to me evidently true, and not unuseful to be known, particularly to those 
who are tainted with skepticism, or want a demonstration of the exist
ence and immateriality of God, or the natural immortality of the soul.29 

For Christians, Berkeley included, God is an active, immaterial, and transcen
dent intellect who reveals himself by governing the operations of the physi
cal world. The Son, who partakes fully in divine nature, has no material 
component. Yet, as the Chalcedonian formulation maintains, "fully human" 
entails the possession both of an immaterial soul and a body. 

Within the context of modern materialism this formulation runs into an 
apparently insurmountable problem: substance dualists hold that human 
bodies are material things. Christ, as available evidence and orthodox tra
dition makes clear, possessed a human body. Thus if one wants to insist 
that the body of Christ entails something material, then the hypostatic 
union described by the Council of Chalcedon and the 39 Articles mandates 
that the Son be understood as simultaneously wholly immaterial and par
tially material. For the materialist, "fully human" entails that the Son had a 
material nature, i.e., consisted at least in part of material substance. "Fully 
divine," however, entails that he did not have a material nature. For Ber
keley-as indeed for anyone-contradictions are absurdities. As a result, 
the modern materialist Christian has an intractable problem: the "new" 
materialist metaphysic does not allow for the simultaneous co
exemplification of materiality and divinity. This difficulty undermines 
the Chalcedonian formulation of the Incarnation and renders the doctrine 
fundamentally contrary-to-reason. It is not merely a question of mystery 
here-the very coherency of Jesus Christ the individual is undermined by 
this inconsistency. 
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Can Berkeley as our representative immaterialist do better? The mere 
denial of the existence of material substance does not completely resolve 
the issue, since one might reasonably expect Berkeley to provide an account 
of the Incarnation that is consonant with its description in Scripture. Such 
an account would have to preserve enough mystery to generate and sustain 
faith without creating absurdities of its own. To see how Berkeley might 
accomplish this task, we first need to present in outline the key relevant 
elements of his philosophical system. In the following section we then 
explore the details of how a Christian immaterialist might embrace the 
Incarnation of Christ. 

Of immediate importance is Berkeley's contention that fundamentally only 
two kinds of things exist: minds and ideas. In the Principles he is quite clear. 

Nothing seems of more importance, towards erecting a firm system of 
sound and real knowledge, which may be proof against the assaults of 
skepticism, than to lay the beginning in a distinct explication of what is 
meant by thing, reality, existence: for in vain shall we dispute concerning 
the real existence of things, or pretend to any knowledge thereof, so 
long as we have not fixed the meaning of those words. Thing or being 
is the most general name of all, it comprehends under it two kinds 
entirely distinct and heterogeneous, and which have nothing common 
but the name, to wit, spirits and ideas. The former are active, indivisible 
substances: the latter are inert, fleeting dependent beings, which subsist not 
by themselves, but are supported by, or exist in minds or spiritual 
substances. 30 

Berkeley's ontology consists of minds, which are immaterial substances, and 
ideas, which are "fleeting dependent beings," that represent the content of 
the experienced world. Both are "real" in any sense that matters. In our 
ordinary experience of the world, what we actually engage are sensory items 
(sights, feels, sounds, etc.-what Berkeley calls ideas). 

The ideas imprinted on the senses by the Author of Nature are called real 
things: and those excited in the imagination being less regular, vivid and 
constant, are more properly termed ideas, or images of things, which they 
copy and represent. But then our sensations, be they never so vivid and 
distinct, are nevertheless ideas, that is, they exist in the mind, or are 
perceived by it as truly as the ideas of its own framing. 31 

Thus the commonsense objects we perceive (e.g., chairs, tables, and stones) 
are in fact collections of well-ordered sensory ideas. 

And as several of these [sensory ideas] are observed to accompany each 
other, they come to be marked by one name, and so to be reputed as one 
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thing. Thus, for example, a certain colour, taste, smell, figure and consis
tence having been observed to go together, are accounted one distinct 
thing, signified by the name apple. Other collections of ideas constitute a 
stone, a tree, a book, and the like sensible things .... 32 

That the view is unusual was not unappreciated by Berkeley, who took 
careful pains to argue that the initial oddness of his philosophy was no bar to 
its being true. 

But, say you, it sounds very harsh to say we eat and drink ideas, and are 
clothed with ideas. I acknowledge it does so, the word idea not being 
used in common discourse to signify the several combinations of sensible 
qualities, which are called things: and is certain that any expression 
which varies from the familiar use of language, will seem harsh and 
ridiculous. But this doth not concern the truth of the proposition, which 
in other words is not more than to say, we are fed and clothed with those 
things which we perceive immediately by our senses.33 

Read charitably, Berkeley's basic ontology is not absurd at all. Note, however, 
that we are not here defending the truth of his metaphysical system. Rather, 
we are simply arguing for the narrower claim that an immaterialist meta
physic is a better "fit" with Christian dogma. The merits of immaterialism as 
an ontology lie outside the scope of this endeavor. 

The main target of Berkeley's analysis is the supposition that there exists 
a mind-independent substance (matter). For Berkeley, "there is no other 
substance than spirit."34 Berkeley argues that matter, as an alleged mind
independent substratum of sensible ideas, is not only unnecessary but 
contradictory. Later in Principles 7 he remarks: 

But for the fuller proof of this point, let it be considered, the sensible 
qualities are colour, figure, motion, smell, taste, and such like, that is, the 
ideas perceived by sense. Now for an idea to exist in an unperceiving 
thing, is a manifest contradiction; for to have an idea is all one as to 
perceive: that therefore wherein colour, figure, and the like qualities 
exist, must perceive them; hence it is clear there can be no unthinking 
substance or substratum of those ideas. 

We know that our minds exist from simple introspection. We know that we 
have sensory experiences (perceive ideas).35 We are not, however, entitled to 
conclude that there must be some mind-independent support of those ideas. 

One might wonder, however, how Berkeley can explain the seeming inde
pendence of the world. One cannot simply will an idea and have it become 
reality. Such an objection betrays a serious misunderstanding of his meta
physics. According to Berkeley, sensory ideas are ontologically dependent on 
some mind or other (and ultimately on the mind of God), but volitionally 
independent of finite minds. God decides what sensory ideas we perceive 
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(and in what order). As an additional benefit, Berkeley believes that his 
contention that ideas are intrinsically (ontologically) dependent entities yet 
independent of our volitions points directly to the existence of God. To 
Berkeley, because ideas "depend not on my thought . . .  there must be 
another mind wherein they exist."36 As a result, we have a new argument for 
the necessity and hence existence of God. "And yet this consistent uniform 
working, which so evidently displays the goodness and wisdom of that 
governing spirit whose will constitutes the Laws of Nature . ... "37 

The immaterialism advanced by Berkeley preserves the independence of 
the "real" world by making our sensory ideas volitionally independent of us 
while simultaneously holding that only minds and ideas properly exist.38 

Commonsense physical objects, including the bodies "owned" by finite 
minds or souls, are collections of well-ordered sensory ideas that are per
ceived by minds. Ideas exist when perceived and thus the existence of com
monsense objects is ultimately preserved by the omnipercipience of God: 
God perceives everything. A related upshot of this analysis is that immate
rialists have the resources to allow for "public" objects. Since ideas are 
volitionally independent of minds, it is logically possible for individual 
minds to perceive the numerically same ideas, providing a world of public 
things. It is simply an unfounded prejudice to think that ideas are unique (or 
"private") to the minds that perceive them, especially for Berkeley, who never 
makes any such claim (at least not explicitly).39 For our purposes, even if 
some immaterialists want ideas to be private, there is no bar to our construct
ing a system (like Berkeley's) where some ideas may be public. With this 
admittedly brief overview, we now have the resources to construct an imma
terialist understanding of the doctrine of the Incarnation. 

Immaterialism and Incarnation 

In addition to arguing that immaterialism constitutes a better explanation of 
the world in which we live, Berkeley also joins us in alleging that immateri
alism provides a better support for the claims of Christianity. Here it is worth 
reiterating that a quality immaterialist must advance an understanding of the 
doctrine that renders it both not absurd (i.e., does not entail a contradiction) 
yet still with an element of mystery sufficient to inspire faith. Our initial 
problem is that we have too much mystery in the face of obvious inconsis
tency. In the case of the Incarnation, the impact of an immaterialist system is 
immediately appreciable: by removing material substance the pressing con
tradiction is removed. The Son would not, within the immaterialist system, 
simultaneously possess a material body while necessarily being wholly imma
terial (of one substance with God). 

Simply removing the initial contradiction, however, is insufficient, since 
the Christian immaterialist must now provide an explanation of the Incarna
tion that is consistent with Scripture and Christian dogma while retaining the 
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miraculous nature of the event. We are now ready to see how such a position 
may be constructed by applying Berkeley's metaphysical system to the 
present issue. We should note, however, that the view we are now advancing 
is not actually Berkeley's. To our knowledge, Berkeley nowhere explicitly 
defends a theory of the Incarnation, aside from a few cryptic remarks that do 
not constitute a considered theory. What we present here is an immaterialist 
account of the Incarnation designed to be minimally consistent with Berke
ley's ontology. 

For an immaterialist, having a body entails having a certain ordered series 
of sensible ideas. In its simplest formulation, an immaterialist account of the 
Incarnation can be expressed as the event wherein the infinite mind of God 
came to stand in a certain relationship with a series of sensible ideas. To be 
more explicit, the Son had the experiences that attend the possession of a 
human body. Most importantly, he had the same kind of experiences in the 
same way that human beings ordinarily do. 

The Chalcedonian formulation of the Incarnation and Scriptural testimony 
hold that the Son possesses a body without sacrificing his divinity. On our 
modern reading, Berkeley's metaphysics does not require that God relin
quish his divinity in order to perceive an ordered series of ideas-his status 
as an active, immaterial being is not compromised by his entering into a new 
relationship (a finite, personal one) with physical things (collections of 
ordered sensory ideas). Berkeley holds that God is the same kind of being as 
humans (i.e., an active, immaterial mind40). Remove the limits and the imper
fections of the finite soul and you have God.41 Thus, as God is of the same
kind as finite human minds, and human minds are connected with bodies, 
there is no metaphysical bar to God being capable of a similar action. The 
Son's sojourn on earth can be seen as the simultaneous exposure of the divine 
mind to the human condition and the retention of its ornnipercipience. 

When the Son took human form, he did so by freely choosing to restrict his 
ornnipercipience to the kinds of ideas (and their orderings) that the finite 
minds of humans typically experience. Thus, although the Son was divine 
and a perfect spirit, both he and the persons who witnessed his earthly 
ministry interacted with a limited being. The primary difference is that while 
normal mortals are of their nature constrained to perceive as they do, Christ 
the Son perceived as a human person voluntarily. That our reading is conso
nant with what Berkeley had in mind is suggested in a note he wrote for a 
sermon-one of the few places where he mentions the Incarnation at all.42 

"God rendered more visible not more present, by incarnation. Light of the 
sun unpolluted."43 The Incarnation does not make God more present in the
world, but rather more accessible ("visible"). The second sentence is a reference 
to Berkeley's repeated claim that God can be related to ideas that are limited 
and corrupt without thereby being impugned by the relation. The light that 

shines on a corrupt physical object is not in any way damaged or diminished 
by the object on which it shines.44 Extending that analysis, when the Son 
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chose to take up only the ideas perceived by finite minds, his choosing to 
have that kind of relation did not alter or diminish the divine mind that did 
the perceiving. 

One might raise a concern here. Berkeley's system holds firstly that God is 
the originator and upholder of all sensible ideas and secondly that these ideas 
are volitionally independent of human minds. How can a single individual 
both produce a series of ideas and simultaneously stand in an essentially 
passive relationship to them? This objection, though expressed in language 
unique to our immaterialist solution, plagues all attempts of explicating the 
Chalcedonian formulation. How, after all, can the Son be said to "uphold all 
things by the word of his power"45 and be born, suffer, and die? The events 
that shape his life are oddly the very things he upholds. The problem is 
perfectly general: how can a divine being, one without limits or imperfec
tions, choose to be limited and imperfect in a finite human body? 

We argue that this difficulty cannot be entirely ameliorated without under
mining the mystery of the Incarnation, and it is not our intention to provide an 
unchallengeable solution to this problem. In short, on our reading a genu
inely miraculous mystery remains; we have simply removed an odious and 
obvious contradiction from its formulation. There is nothing prima facie 
incoherent about supposing that the Son, by the voluntary exercise of his will, 
chose to limit himself in his relation to a series of sensible ideas (e.g., his 
body) for a specified period of time, and there is little reason to suppose that 
this action necessarily compromised his divine nature. In short, our answer to 
this objection is that the Son's choice to stand in a passive relationship with his 
earthly body testifies both to his authority as creator and upholder of sensible 
ideas, and to the highly personal character of his earthly mission. 

One might additionally worry that our reading of the Incarnation is 
superficially similar to a kenotic understanding of the Incarnation. Kenotic 
(Greek for "self-emptying"-see Philippians 2:5-11) Christology, formu
lated and popularized in the nineteenth century, aims to mitigate many of 
the traditional difficulties with the Chalcedonian formulation by arguing 
that the Son voluntarily divested himself of divine nature without forsaking 
any essential divine attributes. A short explication of the thinking of Got
tfried Thomasius, prominent nineteenth-century theologian, is helpful 
here.46 According to Thomasius, many of the attributes traditionally associ
ated with the divine nature-such as omnipotence, omniscience, etc.-are 
fundamentally relative: "they are the external manifestations of the imma
nent, or essential, divine attributes."47 They are intrinsically connected with 
God's transcendent relationship with the created realm, and this relation
ship is not an essential divine attribute. The Incarnation was, on the kenotic 
reading, the event wherein the Son voluntarily divested himself of the char
acteristically divine nature of his relationship with the physical realm. He, in 
becoming man, did not cease being God. Contemporary theologian David 
Crisp identifies two basic categories within kenotic Christology: ontological 
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and functional. The ontological kenotic thinker argues that the Word "abdi
cates certain divine properties" for a specific duration-either during his 
sojourn on earth, or, alternatively, for all subsequent moments following his 
initial Incarnation.48 The advocate of the functionalist reading contends that 
the Word elects not to employ any of his divine powers, but chooses simply 
to not exercise them while Incarnate. Crisp rejects both of these views, 
instead arguing for what he calls "kryptic Christology."49 By his own admis
sion, however, kryptic Christology turns out to be a form of functional 
kenotism. 50 

The consonance of our reading with the general trend of kenotic Christol
ogy is immediately apparent: we too argue that the mere alteration of the 
Son's relationship with the physical world (read, by some kenotic thinkers, as 
the divesting of "divine glory") does not entail the surrender of essential 
divine attributes. Where our reading of the Incarnation differs from this 
understanding is in its insistence on the immaterialist ontology as the only 
viable option in interpreting the possession of a human body by God. In a 
sense, our explication is extremely limited in intent; it seeks to explode one 
fundamental difficulty with traditional readings of the Incarnation and 
makes no attempt to solve or explain other apparent inconsistencies in the 
God-man's nature. None of the proponents of the kenotic reading of the 
Incarnation deny that the (immaterial) Son of God took up a body as part of 
his divestment of divine attributes. Within the context of the materialist 
metaphysic, this means that the Son took up a material body, a move that 
entails an incoherence in the hypostasis of the God-man. In the end, though 
we lack the space and inclination to explicate and judge the greater merits of 
Gottfried's "surrender of divinity" argument and Crisp's concerns about 
ontological and functional kenotic accounts, we argue that our reading pre
serves the virtues of its rivals without sacrificing their merits. An immateri
alist reading does not require either a functionalist or ontological kenotic 
interpretation of the Incarnation although it is clearly compatible with the 
functionalist account. We are primarily concerned with the constraints on the 
Incarnation introduced by Chalcedon. 

We argue that if one is interested in preserving the coherence of the person 
of the God-man then one should welcome the addition of the immaterialist 
metaphysic to the Christian philosopher's arsenal. Reading our immaterialist 
account of the Incarnation within the context of the kenotic emphasis upon 
the voluntary divestment of divine attributes by the Son is a legitimate and 
interesting move, as long as one recognizes that only a principled consider
ation and adoption of immaterialism is capable of overcoming a fundamental 
difficulty in the logic of the Incarnation: the possession of a human body by 
God. Nonetheless, the immaterialist is not, we argue, committed to a kenotic 
view of the Incarnation. We merely argue that there are consonances between 
such accounts and our own, consonances that do not preclude the possibility 
of a rigorously Chalcedonian reading of the Incarnation in immaterialist 
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terms. Our intent here is limited: we seek to remove one fundamental diffi
culty that plagues traditional understandings of the Incarnation. 

Objections and Replies 

Despite the attractions of our immaterialist reading, we recognize that some 
might be hesitant to accept our claim that immaterialism is a better ontology 
for Christians than some form of materialism. The most pertinent objections 
to the account of the Incarnation advanced here can be grouped under two 
heads: those launched on theological grounds and those motivated by philo
sophical difficulties native to Berkeleian metaphysics. We now turn to engage 
the most pressing of these concerns, each in turn. 

Is Immaterialist Christianity Gnostic? 

The wary theologian or church historian might be tempted to label our 
immaterialist reading of the Incarnation as essentially gnostic in content. 
"Gnosticism" refers to a diverse religious movement characterized by several 
interrelated ideas. One of those beliefs typically labeled gnostic is that the 
material universe is intrinsically flawed (and thus sinful). This conception of 
the universe has profound implications for the Incarnation. In particular, it 
informs the heretical docetist claim that the historical person Jesus Christ was 
a "human disguise worn by the supernatural Christ whose principal function 
was to reveal the spiritual world."51 His body was, in short, a kind of illusion. 
Docetism, in denying that the Son (in his Incarnation) was both fully human 
and fully divine, is fundamentally opposed to the Chalcedonian formulation. 
Given our denial of the existence of material substance and our identification 
of the Son's body as a series of well-ordered sensory ideas, the casual reader 
might conclude that our immaterialist reading is heretical in just this sense. 
To be clear, the charge is that adopting immaterialism forces one into accept
ing docetism. 

The plausibility of this objection is predicated upon a common misunder
standing concerning Berkeley's immaterialism: that it reduces the sensible 
world to a series of fleeting and insubstantial images that have no genuine 
reality. The pious critic, in light of our explication of the Incarnation in 
immaterialist terms and armed with this flawed misconception, would not be 
amiss in questioning the orthodoxy of Berkeley's metaphysic. Such a judg
ment, however, would be fundamentally mistaken, because it fails to capture 
what Berkeley's system actually entails regarding the external world. In the 
Three Dialogues he explicitly engages a charge of this nature: 

You talked often as if you thought I maintained the non-existence of 
sensible things: whereas in truth no one can be more thoroughly assured 
of their existence than I am: and it is you who doubt; I should have said, 
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positively deny it. Everything that is seen, felt, heard, or any way per
ceived by the senses, is on the principles I embrace, a real being, but not 
on yours [i.e., materialism].52 

Berkeley need not be guilty of the docetist heresy because he does not deny 
that Christ had a body in the same sense that human beings are said to possess 
theirs. In his denial of matter Berkeley denies exactly what heretics of this 
stripe fear: that the Son could have united himself with something corrupt. 
Further, Berkeley nowhere denies either the attribution of true humanness to 
the Son or of the reality of the events that occurred. In response to a similar 
challenge about miracles in general, Berkeley writes with some exasperation: 

But it will be urged, that miracles do, at least, lose much of their stress 
and import by our principles. What must we think of Moses's rod, was it 
not really turned into a serpent, or was there only a change of ideas in the 
minds of the spectators? And can it be supposed, that our Saviour did no 
more at the marriage-feast in Cana, than impose on the sight, and smell, 
and taste of the guests, so as to create in them the appearance or idea only 
of wine? The same may be said of all other miracles: which, in conse
quence of the foregoing principles, must be looked upon only as so many 
cheats, or illusions of fancy. To this I reply, that the rod was changed into 
a real serpent, and the water into real wine .... I shall only observe, that 
if at table all who were present should see, and smell, and taste, and 
drink wine, and find the effects of it, with me there could be no doubt of 
its reality. So that, at bottom, the scruple concerning real miracles hath no 
place at all on ours, but only on the received principles, and consequently 
maketh rather for, than against what hath been said.53 

The immaterialist account does not alter the importance or the reality of the 
miracle of God Incarnate. Thus the ontology one chooses to endorse is tech
nically independent of the charge of docetism. As we have sought to dem
onstrate here, Berkeley in particular is not compelled to endorse any docetist 
account. The skeptic might, however, wish to press a related difficulty. While 
Berkeley's metaphysics necessarily commits him to reject the claim that sin
fulness inheres in materiality, one might question what our attribution of 
finite ideas to the Son entails. Is it not after all reasonable to suppose that sin 
might also reside in the perception of finite sensible ideas? The best solution 
to this particular worry was foreshadowed earlier in the note Berkeley wrote 
observing that light is not corrupted by the objects on which it shines. The 
immaterial mind is not soiled or limited by the fact that it perceives ideas that 
may be corrupt or defective. To suggest otherwise would require that God 
not be able to know of evil or ignorance in the world. Berkeley is rightly 
careful to ascribe sinfulness to the improper exercise of the human will and 
not to any independent feature of his ontology. Ideas are passive and depen
dent beings, but as a part of God's creation there is nothing sinful about them. 
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Sin lies only in how we choose to act in light of the ideas we perceive. Agents 
are sinful, not things. Thus locating sinfulness in the perception of sensible 
ideas makes no sense. More directly, Berkeley holds that God is the ground 
and ultimate guarantor of the sensible world. Since God is good, it is impious 
to label that which he generates and upholds as sinful. In the Three Dialogues 
Berkeley argues that: 

I farther observe, that sin or moral turpitude doth not consist in the 
outward physical action or motion, but in the internal deviation of the 
will from the laws of reason and religion. This is plain, in that the killing 
an enemy in a battle, or putting a criminal legally to death, is not thought 
sinful, though the outward act be the very same with that in the case of 
murder. Since therefore sin doth not consist in the physical action, the 
making God an immediate cause of all such actions, is not making him 
the author of sin.54 

The Son, by taking up a human body in the way described, did not thus take 
up sinfulness. This charge is, in the final analysis, without merit, for there is 
nothing in the immaterialist account that requires one to be docetist. 

Pleasures and Pains 

The offered immaterialist explication of the Incarnation, though it mitigates a 
particularly vexing problem (that of divinity and materiality), introduces 
what might appear to be a separate intractable difficulty of its own: what we 
shall here call the problem of pleasures and pains. In general, this problem is 
concerned with the incommensurability of God's perfect, immutable nature 
(e.g. he cannot, among other things, suffer pain or enjoy pleasure) and the 
bodily trials recorded in the Gospels. Given the testimony of the Scriptures, 
how can we say that Christ the man was also God? The philosophical com
mitments of the immaterialist, and Berkeley in particular, appear to preclude 
a satisfactory answer. For Berkeley, God generates and perceives the self
same ideas we do but does not sense or suffer them in the way that we do and 
Christ did. In The Three Dialogues Berkeley notes: 

That God knows or understands all things, and that He knows among 
other things what pain is, even every sort of painful sensation, and what 
it is for His creatures to suffer pain, I make no question. But that God, 
though He knows and sometimes causes painful sensations in us, can 
Himself suffer pain, I positively deny. We who are limited and dependent 
spirits, are liable to impressions of sense, the effects of an external agent, 
which being produced against our wills, are sometimes painful and 
uneasy. But God, whom no external being can affect, who perceives 
nothing by sense as we do, whose will is absolute and independent, 
causing all things, and liable to be thwarted by nothing; it is evident, such 
a being as this can suffer nothing, nor be affected by any painful sensa
tion, or indeed any sensation at all.55 
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The relation between God and sensible ideas is one that allows for God's 
apprehension of the concept of pain but not his actual experience of it. 

One initially promising response to this problem takes the Incarnation to 
serve the end of completing God's omniscience. God the Father does not 
suffer pain, but God nonetheless knows and understands the experience of 
pain through the vehicle of the Word incarnate. That is, part of the reason the 
Son came to earth was precisely to enable God to have the kind of knowledge 
possessed by finite minds (e.g., those who endure various experiences). God, 
being omnipotent, could have brought about our redemption in any number 
of ways, but chose the way which best accorded with his desire for closing 
this experiential gap. God, though knowing what pleasure and pain are, 
chose to enter into a new relationship with the sensible ideas he created and 
upholds so that he could truly understand what it means to suffer. The "Word 
was made flesh, and dwelt among us" (John 1:14) to showcase both God's 
glory and his paternal concern. This view is not entirely without precedent. 
Brian Hebblethwaite, for instance, argues that much of the appeal of the 
Incarnation lies in God's taking "responsibility for the suffering and evil 
entailed in creation by making himself vulnerable to it and by himself expe
riencing its pain and dereliction."56 It is only in the Incarnation that God 
comes to fully know as man does and it is only by taking on a finite, human 
nature that he fully unites himself to his creation. 

Unfortunately, this solution immediately raises another concern. Positing 
that the Incarnation was a vehicle partly designed to complete God's 
omniscience seems to entail that there was a point when God was not in 
fact omniscient. He once could not feel pain but came to do so. God, pre
Incarnation, lacked pertinent knowledge about his creation. A principled 
consideration of the pleasure/pain objection not only reveals a fundamental 
incongruity in Christ's nature but also questions the attribution of omni
science to God. 

There are, however, several principled philosophical defenses one might 
invoke to maintain the coherence of our immaterialist reading of the Incar
nation. F irst, one might argue that experiences of pleasure and pain are 
without content: to feel pain and pleasure is not to know anything. To say that 
God lacks an experiential component is not to say that he lacks omniscience. 
Berkeley, for instance, is explicit in his recognition of God's full knowledge of 
what pleasure and pain is. "God May comprehend all Ideas even the Ideas 
which are palnfu!J & unpleasant without being .in any degree pained 
tbereby."m 1hus God knows everything it is possible to know about pain and 
pleasure, since e.,i.;periencing pains and pleasmes does not actually produce 
knowledge. Th.e success o.f this reply is tempered, of course, by two conse
quences that follow from its adoption. TI1e first depends on whether one is 
willing to require that knowledge claims are only cognitive. If one believes 
that sensory experiences should be treated as objects of knowledge, then the 
reply will be less co1wiJ.1c..ing. Second, adopting this reply lirnits the potential 
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benefit (that Hebblethwaite lauds) of being able to view God as a personal 
divinity interested in experiencing as his creatures do. 

A final rejoinder might be to invoke the alleged atemporality of God, a 
Boethian-inspired move (among others) that Berkeley would also likely have 
found amenable. God did not become omniscient when the Incarnation 
occurred, because that event occurred temporally only in relation to finite 
minds. The events we characterize as occurring over time in fact are "time
lessly" true for God. Hence it would be best to describe the Incarnation as that 
event wherein God revealed that particular facet of his omniscience. We have 
neither the space nor inclination to defend such a view in its entirety, but 
invoking the atemporality of God is sufficiently common that we trust that 
the informed reader will understand the motivation and initial plausibility of 
the response. 

We contend, however, that another, more attractive, response awaits analy
sis. For Berkeley (as a quality representative of immaterialism), experiences 
of pleasure and pain are a feature of our finite, passive relationship with 
sensible ideas. The Incarnation was the event where the Son, by taking up a 
human body, subjected himself to those experiences inextricably associated 
with this finite relationship. Simply stated, God does not feel pleasure or pain 
because he stands in an intrinsically transcendent and active relationship with 
sensible ideas. Berkeley may be seen as endorsing this understanding of God 
as perceiver. 

We are chained to a body, that is to say, our perceptions are connected 
with corporeal motions. By the Law of our Nature we are affected upon 
every alteration in the nervous parts of our sensible body: which sensible 
body rightly considered, is nothing but a complexion of such qualities or 
ideas, as have no existence distinct from being perceived by a mind: so 
that this connexion of sensations with corporeal motions, means no more 
than a correspondence in the order of Nature between two sets of ideas, 
or things immediately perceivable. But God is a pure spirit, disengaged 
from all such sympathy or natural ties. No corporeal motions are 
attended with the sensations of pain or pleasure in his mind. To know 
everything knowable is certainly a perfection; but to endure, or suffer, or 
feel anything by sense, is an imperfection. The former, I say, agrees to 
God, but not the latter. God knows or hath ideas; but His ideas are not 
convey'd to Him by sense, as ours are.58 

The relationship between human beings and ideas is that of sensation, and 
the experience of pleasure and pain is intimately connected with this rela
tionship. Human beings sense because God, in his infinite wisdom, has 
attached human minds to bodies (i.e., specific kinds of well-ordered collec
tions of sensory ideas). These bodies stand in an intrinsically passive 
relationship with the sensible ideas which compose the universe. God, a 
transcendent spirit, stands outside the world of sense: he comprehends all 
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but does not sense, because sensation is the province of limited beings. That 
is, it is the nature of perfect beings to absolutely know their objects, whereas 
it is the nature of finite, imperfect beings, to sometimes experience (or suffer) 
their objects. In the Incarnation, the Son voluntarily divested himself of this 
transcendence with regard to his human body and in doing so rendered 
himself susceptible to the "corporeal motions" which attend pleasures and 
pains. At issue is not, we argue, God's omniscience but rather the difference 
between how human beings are related to sensible ideas and how God is 
related to those same ideas. Thus, there is no inconsistency in the doctrine of 
the Incarnation, as it is only the nature of the relationship between mind and 
ideas that has changed, and not the nature of the substance of God. 

The attentive reader might immediately remind us of Berkeley's insistence 
that "to endure, suffer, or feel anything by sense, is an imperfection."59 How 
can the Son be both perfect God and imperfect man? We should first point 
out that such an objection applies equally to any interpretation of the Incar
nation and is not unique to immaterialist readings. We argue here that imma
terialism is a better fit with this mystery, not that every mysterious aspect of 
the doctrine can be explained. Setting that caveat aside, the immaterialist 
nonetheless has a compelling line of response. 

The emphasis Berkeley places here on the difference between a finite 
mind's relationship with sensible ideas and God's relationship with those 
same ideas does not entail the attribution of literal imperfection to the Son. 
There are (roughly speaking) two kinds of imperfection that are relevant. 
First there is the imperfection associated with simply being farther away 
from God. The Son, because of his voluntary self-limitation (during his 
earthly sojourn), can be said to be imperfect in this sense. This fact, however, 
is neither damaging nor heterodox. The sense of imperfection motivating the 
objection (and about which most people are concerned) is the sinful imper
fection of a corrupted will. Such is the patristic understanding of imperfec
tion;60 in this sense the Word incarnate is not imperfect at all. Given 
Berkeley's support of the orthodox view of the Incarnation and his conten
tion that sinfulness resides in the improper exercise of the human will, if 
one interprets imperfection as "lacking in full knowledge," then the Son 
was technically imperfect, but not in any sense that removes his divinity. He 
voluntarily made himself limited and hence in that sense imperfect.61 God 
the Father is not constrained in this manner save in the voluntary self
limitation of the Incarnation. Further, there is no reason to suppose that the 
relation of sensory perception is inherently sinful and thus there is no 
reason to suppose God incapable of altering his relationship with sensible 
ideas in the manner described in the Incarnation. In doing so, he rendered 
himself susceptible to all those sufferings recorded in the Gospels-a fact 
which best accords with the pious sensibilities of men like Hebblethwaite, 
who locates the charm of this doctrine in God's unique entrance into the 
human condition. 
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A fi:nal objection with which we have to con tend is the claim that there are 
plausibl materialist interpret:ati ns available which avoid the difficulties 
regarding the incompatibility o( divine and human attr.ibut s. TI,ink rs b lb 
ancient and contemporasy, well aware of 1:h • difficulties engend r·d by th 
Chalcedonian formulation, have offered various strategies to mitigate them
strategi s that don t necessitat· the adoption of an immaterialist ontology. 
On might, for instanc , seek a kind of solution designed to fit exclusively 
with mat rialism. Lynn Rudder Baker, for instan , has argued that the 
doctrin of bodily r surr cti.011 is consistent with a verslo11 of material 
monism about human p ·rsons.�2 H r ac ount, how vcr, wl1at ver its ther 
virtues, does not well engag th� probJ m of the Incarnation. If Christ the Son 
had a body and bodies are material, then how can the Son be one with God 
the Father, an immaterial being? She h rself even explicitly denies God's 
materiality. "Although I take ordinary humans to be essentially bodily 
(created that way by God), and I take it that the Word became flesh, I do not 
think that God is a material being."63 Attempts to defend material monism 
must confront an obvious obstacle: the Christian God is a not a material being 
and no orthodox Christian would believe otherwise . 

Other philosophers have sought to defend more ontologically neutral 
understandings of the Incarnation, and one might try to argue that such a 
vi w can escap the alJeged incoherence without resorting to immaterialism. 
Th mas D. Senor, for instance, utilizes the distinction between "common" 
and "essential" human prop rti s to combat the appai-ently incoherent claim 
that (to give on� example) hrist is both created and Lmcr ated.1\-1 He argues 
that though Chri.stians are (and he uld be) committed to the claim that the 
Son of God is an un reated being, there is nor as n to. ssum' that "being 
created" is an essential attribute of human nature-it is merely a property 
that all human beings happen to share. Since this is the case, there is nothing 
incoherent in saying that Jesus Christ is both the uncreated Son of God and 
finite man, because there is no prima fade reason for supposing that the Son's 
human nature is a created nature. This analysis, he argues, extends to other 
dtributes commonly c nsidered problematic, such a, Cod's mni�potence (as 
opp ed t humanity' l,imited powers). In the Lypes of cas s, th supposed 
incoherence involv din saying that Christ is both infinite God and Limited 
man is predicated upon an unexamined and unnecessary account of what is 
essential for being human. It is not our tasl< here to examine the merits of this 
solution, but mer· Jy to present it as a plausible articulation of h Jcedon. We 
argu , h wev 'r, that d-spit' iL · uccess in mitigating some of the difficulties 
of 1:h rthodox con ·eption of th lnca.rnaLlon, it does not sufficiently answer 
one other vexing problem-the explicitly ontological one with which we are 
concerned. Regardless of whether "having a body" is an essential or merely 
common human attribute, the Incarnation explicitly holds that the Son took 
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up a human body-and the simultaneous exemplification of God's immate
riality and human materiality is incoherent. 

To illustrate the enduring nature of this difficulty, consider the interpreta
tion which Senor endorses, following the work of Thomas V. Morris. Accord
ing to Morris, the Son (in his Incarnation) must be understood as possessing 
"two distinct ranges in consciousness" or, in other words, "two minds." This 
reading is, in the eyes of its formulators, a more plausible and comprehensive 
alternative to kenotic Christology because it does not entail or require that the 
Son surrender any of his divine attributes in any way in order to become fully 
human.65 As Morris notes:

There is first what we call the eternal mind of God the Son with its 
distinctly divine consciousness, whatever that might be like, encompass
ing the full scope of omniscience. And in addition there is a distinctly 
earthly consciousness that came into existence and grew and developed 
as the boy Jesus grew and developed .... We can view the two ranges of 
consciousness (and, analogously, the two noetic structures encompassing 
them) as follows: The divine mind of God the Son contained, but was not 
contained by, his earthly mind, or range of consciousness.66 

This view, Morris argues, accounts for the duality of natures found in Jesus 
Christ without compromising his divinity. The individual in question is fully 
human (in the words of Morris, he "experiences the world in a human 
perspective"67

) and fully divine. The mind of God, without ceasing its
normal, transcendent activities or relinquishing its exalted traits, could and 
did fully interact with a limited, naturally-generated human mind. The Son, 
while living the life of a man on earth, simultaneously exercised his divinity. 
He "upheld all things by the word of his power."68 Morris clarifies this 
relationship by arguing that: 

Insofar as Christ normally chose to live his earthly life out of his human 
resources alone, the words he spoke and the actions he performed by 
means of the body were words and actions arising out of his human 
mind. He had all the mental, intellectual, emotional, and volitional 
resources we all have ... but this living of a human life through human 
resources was, on the two-minds view, going on at the same time that he, 
in his properly divine form of existence, was continuing to exercise his 
omnipotence, with the wisdom of his omniscience, in his omnipresent 
activities throughout creation.69 

Before continuing, we must emphasize that this reading of the Incarnation is 
orthodox in nature. The two-minds view, as articulated by Morris, points to 
a basic feature of the hypostasis proposed by Chalcedon: to say that the 
God-man possesses two fully realized natures is to say, according to orthodox 
thought, that he possesses two simultaneously operative wills. As Jaroslav 
Pelikan notes in his Spirit of Eastern Christendom: 
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First the Lateran synod and then the Council of Constantinople, there
fore, embedded their formulations on two actions and two wills into a 
recitation of the Chalcedonian creed, declaring that the two natures con
fessed there required also 'two natural wills and two natural actions, 
without division, without change, without separation, without confu
sion'. The Christo logy of Leo I, canonized at Chakedon, required that 
each nature have its own will and its own action.70 

In essence, only a reading of the Incarnation that recognizes the presence of 
two minds in Christ is orthodox. Morris is concerned, however, with more 
than merely explicating what the possession of two minds entails or looks 
like. He is here arguing that only his reading of the two-minds view is fully 
capable of mitigating the difficulties inherent in the simultaneous presence of 
divine and human nature in the hypostasis of the God-man. Yet the problems 
associated with the possession of a human body by God cannot be amelio
rated by merely explicating the relationship between the two minds of Christ. 

Morris spends considerable time and energy parsing out the relationship 
between the two minds in Christ, admitting, for instance, that it may be 
impossible to fully understand "what it is to attribute two minds, or two 
ranges of consciousness, to one person."71 He is rightly worried about the 
issue, since attributing two distinct minds to Christ seems to run counter to 
the claim that Christ the person is a unity. He attempts to mitigate the 
counter-intuitive nature of his solution by invoking contemporary psycho
logical and technological analogies. Although we cannot know what being a 
God-man with two distinct ranges of consciousness is like, we can under
stand how, for instance, two computer programs could be arranged such that 
one contained the other but was itself uncontained. We can understand 
because we have ourselves experienced moments of two-fold consciousness: 
Morris speaks of dreams where "the dreamer himself is [a character], per
ceiving the internal environs of the dream and taking part in its action 'from 
within.' "72 Senor, in advocating the same solution, argues that "just as con
temporary psychology suggests that much of what goes on in the human 
mind goes on below the conscious surface, one might suppose that taking on 
humanity required Christ's consciousness to be similar to ours but that below 
the conscious surface there existed the omniscient mind of God."73 

These analogies allegedly demonstrate that the hypostasis proposed by 
Chakedon, which takes Christ as possessing two wills or minds, is not 
contrary to reason-a move we applaud. We argue, however, that an imma
terialist metaphysic offers the interpreter a way of circumventing problems 
that the two-minds view (at least as articulated by Morris and Senor) does not 
answer-and it does so in a way that also best preserves the virtues of its 
rival. The two-minds view, although it attempts to remove some of the diffi
culties that confront the traditional accounts of the hypostasis of Christ by 
appealing to the orthodox emphasis on two minds in Christ, does not and 
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cannot remove the .incmnpatibility of divinity and materiality. Neither Morris 
nor Senor deny that the Son took up both a human mind and hum<1n body, 
nor do they de.ny that Cod is an immatedal being. TI1e difficulties inherent in 
the simultaneous exemplification of human and divine na.ture rerna.in. n,e

Lwo-nunds view, like the kenolic alternative before it, presupposes that the 
relationship between the human mind and the human body is uncontrover
sial. If we understood the mind-body relation, then the two-minds view has 
considerable merit. On a materialist ontology (especially dualism), however, 
we simply do not understand that relation, w hic.h is precisely why Christians 
seriously ought to consider immater:ial.ism . TI1e immaterialist alternative 
actually makes the Lwo-minds view betl'er, since comprehending the two 
consciousnesses in Christ does not run afoul of blatant contradiction when 
the supposition of mater:ial substance is r<::moved. The strategies utilized by 
Senor and Morr.is, though they mitigate many of the h·aditional difficuJtie 
with the orthodox understanding of the Incarnation, are flawed-or better 
yel� are incomplete-because they do rtot explicitly grapple with the under
lying ontological issue of the subst;rnce of the God-man. Lt.waking an 
immaterialist metaphysic promises to resolve the issue of divinity and 
embodiment and is fully compatible with the two-minds understand.ing of 
the Incarnation. 

Our in1mate'.rialist explication of the Incarnation is similar to the two
minds view posited above i.11 that it emphasizes a second experiential 
aspect of the God-man. Just as Morris and Senor emphasize the Son's 
simultaneous possess.ion of two distinct ranges of consciousnesses in order 
to salvage the coherency of 01,'t:hodox formulations, we argue that he--with-

ut surrendering his divinity-volw1tar,ily en tered .into n limited, lrr111um 
relationship with a series of sensihle ideas. 'Il1at is, the omnipercipient and 
omnipotent mind of Cod freely elected to restrict the nature and scope or 
the perceptions it had. Since Berkeley's metaphysic identifies God and 
f:inite minds as cliHering only by a matter of degree (both being immaterial 
mental substances), the Jncamatjon characterizes a volmttary restriction of a 
pe1·fect mind wit11 regrirds fo tfle pl1ysi.caf body of Christ. Our explication of this 
doctrine nowhere requires that the subject in question-the Son-:reJln
guish {he 1mlimited nature of his mind. Taking up a body does not entail, 
in our interpretation, surrendering the divine nature. The Son elected to per
ceive 6.nUe sensory ideas in the mruu1er in which created finite minds do .in 
order to make Cod (as Berkeley notes) "more visible." There is .no contra
diction in this description of the ontology, although how the Son could b 
fully human by doing so is still a mystery. The two-minds view cannot 
alone salvage the difficulties inherent in the possession of a human body by 
God. Our interpretation, however, ex_plicitly removes one of the most basic 
difficulties h1 understanding the ontology of the God-man and does so in a 
way that preserves the requirements of orthodoxy and. the explanatory fore 
of Morris's solution. 
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In conclusion, immaterialism offers the Christian philosopher resources 
unavailable to those who posit the existence of material substance. It renders 
a key Christian doctrine amenable to reason without undermining that mys
teriousness without which genuine faith is impossible. There is little reason 
to suppose the .immaterialist h:l'istia.11-George Berkeley being an excellent 
representative-less capable of upholding both letter and spirit of orthodox 
faith than heJ· materialist rivals. Th doctrin o.f the Incarnation is excellent 
evidence for the truth of this assertion. The immaterialist does not deny the 
transcendence of God or the limitations of man. He does not deny that the 
Son possessed a body in the same way that ordinary finite persons do, nor 
that he truly suffered and died. There is nothing intrinsically repugnant in 
our contention that God chose temporarily to alter his relationship with 
sensible ideas in a way that accords with the human experience of the world. 
In short, there is good reason to suppose that Christians should at least look 
hard at immaterialist ontologies to ground their faith. To overlook immate
rialism is to overlook an invaluable and consistent basis for rational, consci
entious Christianity. 
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